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In this paper, we discuss the opportunity to use plants
as living information displays. This work focuses on
systematic plant manipulation for affective individual
feedback. Building on centuries of explicit plant
manipulation and recent work in HCI, we explore the
combination of personal informatics and plant-mediated
feedback. We argue that plant-based information
displays could offer affective, multi-sensorial and
sometimes ambiguous signs for users. We describe our
plant manipulation system and report the results of
four experiments in this novel design space. We provide
guidelines and suggestions for how designers can
incorporate plant-based information displays into their
work and conclude by exploring specific domains where
plant-based displays could be effective as information
displays for personal behavior, harnessing their
accepted use in everyday settings and affective
affordances.
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Introduction
Human plant manipulation is thousands of years old
and shared across many cultures. Penjing, the Chinese
art of miniature landscapes dates to before 7th AD.
Native American Indian tribes carved imagery and
information important to the community on trees.
Automatic plant manipulation techniques now play a
central role in less artistic applications such as
industrial farming and hydroponics. Nevertheless,
technology-assisted plant manipulation opens up the
possibility for creative and non-consumptive uses of
plants. In this paper, we present work on using plants
to display information, particularly on an individual
level in the home or work environment, as an
alternative medium and under-explored area in HCI.
Plants offer the potential for multi-sensorial feedback
through sight, scent, touch, taste, and even sound1.
They provide people with a connection to another living
being. Like humans they are incredibly active, but on a
different timescale: in a time-lapse video a “plant will
appear to behave like an animal, clearly perceiving
stimuli and reacting" [3]. Contrary to humans, the
appearance of a plant “is close to being a perfect record
of its past…. for it is the residue of parallel processes of
growth carried out simultaneously in several directions
by the several branches of the plant” [2].
This frank exposure of a plant’s past opens up potential
to display information by systematically mapping data
to its growth, size and other characteristics. But how do
we as designers discernibly control their forms so they
can act as informational displays? In this paper we

1
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explore this question through a series of experiments
using a range of plants and techniques.

Plant-Related Feedback in HCI Related Work
Related work in HCI, although sparse, falls broadly into
two categories: 1. plant-like displays (digital or robotic)
and 2. real plant displays.
UbiGreen is a mobile app that senses and reveals
information about an individual’s transportation
behavior in order to increase personal awareness of
eco-friendly activity to induce behavior change [4]. The
inclusion of dynamic plant and animal imagery seeks to
tighten the mental relationship between a user’s
actions and the environment, generating empathy
through eco-themed feedback.
Other projects have used robotic plants for feedback:
Office Plant #1 reacted to the ambience of the office
space [1], the Laughing Lily bloomed with audio activity
[8], and in Plantio, the pot reacts to changes in
biopotentials and responds with changing LEDs [6].
Much work using real plants has focused on artistic
uses of plants, mapping one or two data points to one
dimension of a plant’s input such as water or soil
nutrients (see Weill for review of art work [10]).
Holstius et al.’s project, Infotropism, used both real and
robot plants to influence people’s recycling behaviors
[5]. Organic and robotic plant displays were
manipulated to lean toward the waste receptacle that
passersby used most often. The incorporation of plant
life was meant to appeal to people’s natural tendencies
to care for the living and subtly convey information
about a cafeteria’s collective choice to recycle or trash.
While there has been rich exploration in art of plantbased feedback and some initial work in HCI, there has
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not yet been an exploration of the range of ways
designers might make use of plants as information
displays and a consideration of their affordances for
user feedback. Through experimentation, we explore
not the effect of different inputs on plants, but rather
the design space with a view to exert control over
plants from an information display perspective.

Plant Manipulation Systems
In this section, we describe how our system
manipulates the shape and growth characteristics of
plants by controlling dimensions of plant care.

Range of control & outputs
Water is essential for plants. Too little kills a plant, but
too much will drown it. To maintain a living display,
water levels should be varied only within a range that
still keeps the plant alive. Consideration of the amount
and timing of light is dependent on plant type; some
require indirect sunlight, while others need full sun.
Plants tend to grow towards their light source, which
implies potential directional control. Plants also react to
differences in nutrients and soil pH level. By controlling
the input of water, light, and food, we can affect a
variety of short and long-term plant attributes.

Figure 1. Progression of sweet
pea vines in a zigzag pattern
over the course of 30 days.

A plant’s appearance provides ample feedback about
the care and manipulations it has undergone. Using
fertilizer, light, or a combination of the two, a plant’s
rate of growth can be enhanced or stunted. Color
changes can be very noticeable; for example,
hydrangeas bloom blue or pink based on aluminum
levels in the soil. A clearly cultivated shape juxtaposed
with that of an unaltered plant could provide a baseline
to show how the plant was manipulated. Overall, the

rewarding outcome is the active production of sensory
properties as the cumulative result of positive input.

Case Studies
In order to explore different types of visual feedback
producible from plants, it was necessary to experiment
with the ways plants can be controlled. We tested
methods for manipulating directional growth, growth
rate, and mapping data to plant appearances as
metaphors for changes in the underlying data.

1: Directional manipulation
For long-term displays designed to encode information
into growth, we can consider structural and persisting
plant features. For example, vines possess an inherent
record of their past via their paths and are fastgrowing, meaning their response to stimuli creates
quicker, more noticeable feedback than other plants.
Thus, we conducted an experiment to manipulate the
shape and direction of vine growth by controlling the
placement of its light source.
Sweet pea vines were attached to the bottom of a
trellis and a grow light affixed to a tripod served as the
main light source. The light was moved every 2-3 days
to attempt to create a zigzag pattern on the trellis. As
hoped, the vines dynamically followed the placement of
the light; directional change in response to each tripod
adjustment was apparent within 1-2 days (see Figure
1). However, because sweet pea vines do not climb
with clinging tendrils, they were often at risk of falling
off the trellis. Also, occasional new offshoots from the
main stems did not exactly follow the intended path.
With a different vine and minimal pruning, we
concluded that vine manipulation is visible, enduring,
and potentially interpretable once paired with data.
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2: Small-scale quality and rate of growth
To explore plant growth manipulation, we chose lawn
seeds for their rapid and predictable growth patterns.
Four experimental conditions altering nutrient
concentration were devised based upon manufacturer
recommendation: 50% less, as suggested, 50% more,
and 100% more. Four solenoid valves operated by a
microcontroller dispersed the fertilizer daily. We
hypothesized that the grass receiving the greatest
nutrient concentration would visibly grow the fastest.

Figure 2. Pictured above is the
manipulation system used for
the large-scale growth rate
experiment. Shown below is
the tomato plant growth rate
response to increasing nutrient
concentration from left to right.

After two weeks, the results proved to be as predicted.
The grass receiving the suboptimal nutrient grew at the
slowest rate, while the grass receiving excessive
nutrient amounts grew at the fastest rate. However,
the consequence of excess fertilizer manifested in
structural damage to the grass, creating a scraggly,
weak appearance that might suggest it had actually
been lacking nutrients.

3: Large-scale quality and rate of growth
Lawn grass was limited in that there was untapped
potential in the variety of attributes found in more
complex plant life. For this experiment, we selected
tomato plants because their features (i.e. height, yield,
scent, etc.) provided a richer dimension for feedback.
Four tomato plant seedlings were planted in pots and
watered by pumps operated daily by a microcontroller.
The four nutrient concentration conditions used in our
first study were scaled up.
After four weeks, each tomato plant grew significantly
in visibly different ways. The plant given the least
nutrients (leftmost in Figure 2) grew the tallest stalk
with sparse, unevenly spaced branching and small
leaves. Overall, the tomato plant height decreased with
increased nutrient concentration; leaves were larger in

size and quantity, and branching stems were evenly
spaced. Here, less effort went into gaining height and
more into preparing the plant for producing fruit.
Results indicate that differences in growth caused by
manipulating nutrients can be visually discerned.

4: Mapping Fitbit data to tomato plants
To explore the feasibility and discernibility of plantbased feedback in response to personal data input, we
conducted an experiment to simulate the collection of
step count data and goals from three regular Fitbit
users for one week.
The step count data for each simulated user was
mapped to one plant per individual through the delivery
of care proportional to the previous day’s percentage of
goal completion. If a user met the step count goal, the
plant received optimal amounts of water and nutrients;
falling short of the goal resulted in suboptimal plant
care. Figure 3 shows three plants corresponding to the
activity of three users during one week. By observing
leaf color, height, hydration, and strength, one can
perceive differences in plant conditions and thus can
discern differences in step counts.
To further investigate the perceptibility of changes in
plants, a post-experimental survey was conducted
among 10 participants using the pictures from Figure
3. 10 out of 10 participants correctly identified which
user most consistently met the step count goal just by
looking at the plant pictures. Moreover, 8 out of 10
participants correctly matched the three plant picture
sets with their corresponding time series. These results
indicate that botanical data representation can
potentially summarize the past behavioral data in an
easily interpretable way.
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Discussion/Design Implications
Our experiments provide evidence that data might be
mapped to plants in a range of ways. But what aspects
should designers consider when using plants as a
feedback mechanism? Below we present considerations
when designing with plants:
1. Clarity vs. Ambiguity: Due to genetic bias or slow
organic progress, can present certain challenges, such
as ambiguity of feedback. However, where designers
want to encourage active user interpretation or
speculation, this could be desirable. Alternatively,
designers might want to map variables directly to
distinct plant characteristics such as directional
manipulation.
2. Control: Related to ambiguity, how much control
can be practically gained over the plant’s development?
Closed plant systems can offer fine-grained
manipulation but present user access issues (e.g.,
external non-system light might disrupt plant
development).

Figure 3. Simulated Fitbit step
count performance data
mapped to a representative
tomato plant display.

3. Narrative Development: What is the expected
duration of user engagement with the plant display?
Plants have varying growth arcs that could be useful for
mapping stages user behavior to narrative development
(i.e. germination, budding, flowering, and fruiting) for
example to support behavior change over a month or
community engagement over many years.
4. Temporality: How important is long-term
information storage vs. getting quicker feedback? There
are very often time lags between user behavior and
when the plant discernably changes (e.g., size,
appearance, yield, etc.). Some inputs result in more
immediate plant response (e.g., light). Designers can

use digital enhancements such as LED lights or
smartphone alerts to provide users with immediate
feedback to indicate plants have received care.

Uses for mapping information to plants
Our experiments provide encouraging evidence that
plant-displays could provide feedback on individual
behavior in everyday life contexts. Prior research
indicates that plant-human relations can have positive
impacts on wellbeing, suggesting potential for health
and behavior change applications: (1) plants in
workplaces can lead to happier employees [7], (2)
horticultural therapy is used for mental health
interventions; (3) caring for plants has been associated
with positive impacts on wellbeing [9].
A distinctive strength of mapping personal information
to plant displays is that they might provoke stronger
emotional responses, thus facilitating behavior or
attitude change or maintenance. A user’s feelings could
be impacted through creating a symbiotic connection
between plant and human behavior, similar to the bond
created between Tamagotchi pets and users. A person
who provides a personal plant with optimal care (by
reaching goals) results in a thriving companion.
Biological feedback may thus have interesting impacts
upon user motivation, particularly given plants
suitability to home and office display. Exploring
individual affective responses to plant-based personal
informatics and investigating the technique’s power to
lead to behavior change are potentially fruitful areas for
future research.
Plant displays could also serve in the reification of
intangible far-off effects of human behavior. For
example, climate change and ecological conditions are
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issues that the average person may feel too far
removed from or large scale for individual efforts to
impact. To engage people in environmental
consciousness, there may be merit in scaling global
issues down to a more visible form via personal data
expressed through plant feedback. Visually apparent
effects in a local context could counteract the effects of
temporal discounting by bringing environmental issues
to the user’s direct attention in their immediate
environment. Eco-friendly behavior could also be
rewarded by exploitable resources (e.g. tomato plant
producing fruit).
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